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Selective Licensing Consultation – Langworthy, Weaste and Seedley

Results

Question 1 asked about tenure and the breakdown of the results can be found below

About the proposed Selective Licensing area 

Q1 The value of properties in the proposed area is lower than those 
in the comparable area of Station Road.  

Agree Disagree

Residents & Tenants 78 21

Landlords & Managing Agents 9 14

Not stated 43

Q2 There is a high turnover rate amongst private tenants in the 
proposed area (i.e. tenants not staying in properties for long periods).

Agree Disagree

Residents & Tenants 104 11

Landlords & Managing Agents 6 20

Not stated 24

Q3 The high turnover rate amongst private tenants in the proposed 
area contributes to problems in the proposed area.

Agree Disagree

Residents & Tenants 101 12

Landlords & Managing Agents 6 17

Not stated 29

Q4 There is a high number of private rented properties in the 
proposed area.

Agree Disagree

Residents & Tenants 105 10

Landlords & Managing Agents 13 9

Not stated 28

Q5 The number of House in Multiple Occupation (HMO’s) is growing 
in the proposed area

Agree Disagree

Residents & Tenants 105 6

Landlords & Managing Agents 12 10

Not stated 32



Q6 The number of HMO’s contributes to problems in the proposed 
area.

Agree Disagree

Residents & Tenants 100 11

Landlords & Managing Agents 10 12

Not stated 32

Q7 Short term empty properties are a problem in the proposed area. Agree Disagree

Residents & Tenants 75 34

Landlords & Managing Agents 7 15

Not stated 34

Q8 The general appearance of the proposed area is poor, e.g. fly 
tipping/dumping, litter.

Agree Disagree

Residents & Tenants 113 4

Landlords & Managing Agents 13 13

Not stated 22

Q9 Some streets should be removed from the proposed area Agree Disagree

Residents & Tenants 31 70

Landlords & Managing Agents 16 8

Not stated 40

Q9a If you agree with this statement, please give details of the street/s and your reasons 

Landlord Tenbury Ave & Coomassie St top end of market good quality homes. Alpha Street, Langton 
Street & Fram Street high % of owner occupiers

Landlord Goulden Street should be selective licence free because it does not suffer from the issues 
described earlier

Landlord All should be removed. The whole concept of landlord licensing doesn’t make any sense. I 
Disagree with the whole process.

Landlord Certainly Fram St, Middlebourne, Langton. No ASB issues / very high rental demand - do not 
blight areas by licensing them

Landlord Kennedy Road has NOT benefitted from selective licensing as the vast majority of problems 
stemmed from the numerous HMO's on the Street which were not covered by the scheme

Landlord Liverpool Street & surrounding areas
Landlord Many streets off Seedley park road parallel to Orrel St have already been the subject of 

licensing, the improvements such as gated alleyways, brickwork pointing and pavement 
repairs have already done the job

Landlord Langworthy Road should be removed
Landlord Cemetery Road in Weaste should not be in this proposal.  Small tidy road - house prices 

rising. Long term tenants and owner occupiers in situ.  Nice road to live on
Landlord Nona St, Edmund St, Nadine St, Western St, Alpha St, Fairbrook ST, Sydney St
Landlord Keswick Grove neither agree nor disagree.  We rent out our property private. lt and have 



had the same tenant for 2yrs approx and would hope to continue to find long term tenants, 
we followed requirements for the last selective licence so continue on that basis with help 
from our agents Hills

Landlord Southbourne St where my property is located has never been problem that I am aware of 
and I have owned property for 9 yrs.  My tenants and letting agents have never reported any 
problems.  The street is also right on the edge of the stated area

Landlord My house is part of the new Pendleton One Development it is located on Athole Street.  
None of those houses should be included in this proposal

Landlord Tootal Road is where I own 3 properties.  The properties are all high standard.  I cannot 
afford the expense of landlord licence due to cost of refurb done this year

Landlord Highfield Road is mainly families not rented out 
Landlord Langworthy Road should be removed from the proposed area, due to the fact it is heading 

down the line of gentrification as a consequence of new developments along the road. The 
majority of the properties on this road are in good condition (not HMOs) and do not 
contribute to the challenges the proposed licensing aims to tackle. The surrounding smaller 
two bed terraces (i.e. Fram street etc.) are seen to be the source of the problems.

Resident The Pendleton One development around Amersham Park Road, Blodwell Street, St Ambrose 
Street,
Florin street, Langshaw street and Athole Street should not be included in your proposed 
area.
- A significant number of houses here are owner occupied.
- The average house prices in this development is not lower than your chosen comparable 
area.
- This area does not fit your criteria of low housing demand.

Resident some landlords rent to groups who then cause noise, leave litter & have no respect for 
others

Resident Streets should be kept separate 
Resident Unfortunately the tenanted properties are not always helpful to the community when it 

comes to litter/bin days especially when it comes to communal bins. I would like to see an 
end to communal bins in my street as it causes unrest. Please note some tenants are lovely

Resident tenants are not instructed to clean windows and keep property in a clean condition. Not 
given keys to alley gates so rubbish left in alley causing rodent infestation. My husband fills 
empty bins on bin days, puts them out brings them back in.

Resident Langworthy road should be removed. Its like bedsit land and house prices will be dropping 
rapidly. Car parking is hoorendous and rubbish being left outside these HMO's

Resident Langworthy, Nansen St, Harmsworth St, Kara St, Norway, Southern
Resident The properties on Weaste Lane is the biggest problem regarding litter and house waste 

dumping. Also Gore Crescent lived here for 61 years and now cars are being parked on grass 
verges and are a mess. Also council maintenance is very poor

Resident Keep house clean and tidy at all times, windows, brush outside back and front. Have keys to 
alleygates so they can put rubbish out

Resident Cedric St, Dodd St, Martin St, Liverpool St, Chandos Grove, Baltic St. Fly tipping /dumping 
rubbish general repair of houses

Resident It is very important to have a full spread of the various types of residence from home 
owners to social housing and HMO's & tenants across the whole area rather than only in 
designated areas. We are all equal and so everyone should be able to live where they want 
without licence

Resident It would be difficult to comment as the proposed streets are not mentioned in this 
documentation 

Resident ends of streets and alleyways are always filled with rubbish and large items that should go to 
the tip!

Resident I am personally not aware of any problems in tis area, except for rubbish and litter 
problems.  I am also not aware of any HMOs but feel that they could be a problem

Resident Fram Street, black bags full of rubbish left all over the street near school area
Resident No
Resident This street was supposed to be for family but is the sign of time
Resident too many short term tenants and untidy street and area in general/street & entries



Resident no more letting in this area
Resident At the back of Wellington Terrace they are constantly tipping rubbish. This has been 

removed a number of times as they are building new homes at the back of Wellington 
Terrace

Resident It’s noticeable that HMO's are growing in the Cardigan St, Pembroke, Haven St & Milford St 
area, due to the size of some of the houses. I have noticed more drug dealing, grafitti & litter

Resident If the growing number of HMO's are not regulated and reduced!! These areas are going to 
stay poor in appearance and value. Landlords should be accountable for the behaviour of 
there tenants, this includes most of the streets in LWS

Resident I agree because a lot of private landlords once they get their tenants in and get their money 
don’t keep their property clean & tidy. Also private landlord don’t care how many are in the 
house as long as they get their money

Resident some houses in this area have been converted into share 4 people in them - houses are too 
small for individual lets

Resident You are more aware of these streets than I am. All I know is that Seedley with all the filfth is 
definitely a lot higher than what is was

Resident I have lived in Orrel Street for over 30 years. The increase in rented accommodation appears 
to contribute to issues in the area. I have made numerous reports on dirty streets & entries 
& fly-tipping & rubbish dumping. Noise is also becoming an issue

Resident A few streets adjacent to Cardigan St are neglected usually rented out to short term tenants. 
Our own back alley was a dumping ground by some Rostherne short stay tenants. We have 
now claimed it back and cleaned it up.

Resident I don’t agree their should be a licence
Resident Chandos Grove & Kennedy Road
Resident The backs of the houses on Weaste Rd are disgusting. The fronts & backs of houses on 

Weaste Lane are disgusting. The landlords should be held responsible for the tenants to be 
made to use the correct dustbins

Resident no more high rise apartments. work on restoring existing properties
Resident short term students in HMO dumping rubbish & litter. Don’t respect the area or its 

residents. Problems with parking, people parking & entering play streets and going to work 
on the Quays or the tram

Resident Langworthy Road is a commercial Street tenants do not cause the problems here the social 
club does

Resident Edmund Street - no issues here. Langworthy Road - commercial street with pubs/restaurants 
so how can tenants be causing the problems

Resident Too many temporary residents moving in which means we are losing neighbours
Resident not necessary to licence

Q10 Some streets should be included in the proposed area Agree Disagree

Residents & Tenants 23 43

Landlords & Managing Agents 7 12

Not stated 80

Q10b If you agree with this statement, please give details of the street/s and your reasons 

Landlord those streets with high % of students or HMO's
Landlord Barff Road should be included to try and combat the continued piles of rubbish dumped by 

tenants there in to the alleyway behind. The council need to be tougher on those landlords 
who allow it to continue

Landlord This selective scheme in previous years included the entire area that a blanket scheme not 
selective

Landlord Everywhere should be included because all areas can improve with better standards.  HMO 



properties should not be mixed with family housing
Landlord I am sure there will be streets where more problems are likely as in any location but as I am 

not local I cannot name any in this particular area
Landlord The old terraced houses which have been standing for years eg spring gardens/duchy street 

need to be included not brand new developments or regeneration programmes - you have 
excluded urban splash so why include new build?

Resident All streets with poorly managed / abandoned properties should be included in the proposal.
Resident entire area enclosed by Wall St, Langworthy Rd, Alpha St, Highfield Rd. Due to Anti social 

behaviour
Resident maybe some streets should all be private rented & segregated (ie for students)
Resident Scanlon Street, off Athole Street, should be included. It is is the same area as

included streets and contributes to the problems around Clarendon Park.
Resident It will help SCC with who lives in the area and houses of HMO's and the over crowding in 

some of the HMO's. Gives all parties better understanding
Resident all streets in the Seedley & Langworthy area should be included as previously
Resident all streets
Resident Gore Crescent, Weaste Lane
Resident All streets in the area
Resident All streets should be included
Resident Kingsford St, Emerson St & Weaste Lane
Resident You have not sent a map of the proposed area so cannot answer question 10
Resident don’t know
Resident Langworthy, Nansen St, Harmsworth St, Kara St, Norway, Southern
Resident Chandos Grove. Letter everywhere, especially at the shopping area.
Resident All the streets
Resident Can you just confirm that you are not proposing to include the Chimney Pots Park Estate 

within the proposed selective licensing scheme, namely Fir, Laburnum, Ash, Reservoir, and 
Alder Street?
And the reasons for this exclusion, not that I think they should be included.
Can you just confirm that you are not proposing to include the Chimney Pots Park Estate 
within the proposed selective licensing scheme, namely Fir, Laburnum, Ash, Reservoir, and 
Alder Street?
And the reasons for this exclusion, not that I think they should be included.

Resident Our area is fine for rentals and HMO's we like the variations in people and the vibrancy new 
people can bring to the area. The area is / has been a bit run down over the years and now 
people and life coming in help to reenergise the area.

Resident the wider the are subject to scrutiny the better
Resident wellington terrace
Resident It would be difficult to comment as the proposed streets are not mentioned in this 

documentation 
Resident Areas around Goulden Street ad surrounding streets
Resident one for all and all for one
Resident no more letting in this area
Resident Nansen Street.  The Council area ware of the problem of fly tipping by the residents on 

nansen street.  But turn a blind eye.  Could their problem be they have no bins or key to 
alleygate. Does anyone from the council care. Rat problems have increased because of the 
rubbish strewn everywhere

Resident I think any of the areas with HMO's should be regulated most areas with these propertys in 
Salford are a disgrace & contribute to lower house prices, the filfth they generate is a health 
hazard.

Resident Barff Road, Kennedy & Tootal Drive. Fly tipping litter in streets
Resident when I came here over 50 years ago and is declining with the people that SALIX is allowing in 

rented properties
Resident I do not have enough knowledge of other areas to contribute
Resident Ashley St short term leases can be a problem. The fly tipping along White Street (separate 

matter) needs resolving (cameras maybe) it’s a blind spot
Resident I don’t agree



Resident I think all streets should be included so its fair poorer and richer areas
Resident The streets that have owner occupiers in most of the area which are its garden semi are 

disappointed that odd houses in and around the area are being rented out and are being 
neglected letting the area down. Two which are on my row 35 & 39 have been let to quite a 
few times in the last 2 years. The grass verges now spoilt by parking cars on them

Resident Salford council are losing control like they did at Greenland Street area other side of 
Liverpool St

Resident All streets should be included
Resident cant check map at the moment but please ensure Weaste Lane / Road all incorporated to 

end as well as liverpool Street to St Lukes Church area, Lord Avenue / Tootal Drive etc as 
well

Resident Tenbury Close, if we are to have private landlords like next to our house , the landlords need 
to be accountable.  They had workman banging at 1am and when asked to stop they did not 
they had sofa in garden for 2 years and reeds rains seen to not vet the landlords

Resident all streets within 3 areas should be included

Q11 What problems if any, do badly managed private rented properties cause in the 
proposed area?
Landlord They cause issues with tenants. Tenants might experience increased levels of anxiety
Landlord Same as all other areas including Salford Quays
Landlord Anti-social behaviour, trespassing, vandalism, fly-tipping. Poor condition and maintenance 

of properties endangering both resident tenants and neighbouring properties and their 
occupants

Landlord Littering, dropped their overflow littering into neighbours bins
Landlord HMO tenants do not have any loyalty to the community in the local area, take up parking 

spaces and strain resources in the local area. Do not mix with neighbours
Landlord poor general conditions & fear by tenants of their landlords
Landlord badly managed properties are easily identified without taxing everyone in any designated 

area
Landlord nuisance neighbours
Landlord Low standards encourage people to be lax with everyday rubbish
Landlord I cannot see any as landlord tend to renovate old properties and look after them wish is an 

asset
Managing 
Agent

None- refuse collection is an issue however this is usually due to people stealing bins 
whose parents own houses in the area

Landlord Not aware, other than issues shown in the consultation document
Landlord ASB by small minority but that should be written into the terms of the tenancy
Landlord standard of tenant causes the problem
Landlord I didn’t experience any problems with this
Landlord Angry disruptive tenants. However, speaking from personal experience, being a 

professional and reliable landlord following best practice does not prevent this on every 
occasion.

Resident High tenanted house % and also high turnover creates problems. Tenants given info on bin 
days or
recycling, alley gate keys not given, sometimes no black bins given. Landlords here in 
general don't seem to care about the area, only about getting money from tenants - very 
little supervision by landlords of their properties/tenants. Result is lack of community, fly 
tipping is endemic, council spends huge sums clearing fly tipping, bad for mental well being 
as we feel we're all living in filth.

Resident High risk of anti-social behaviours, unsightly rubbish / behaviours, high crime rates
Poor property price growth, attracting less demand by young professionals to settle down 
in the area.

Resident Area has young criminal gang that start fires, vandalise and verbally abuse if not attack 
local vulnerable adults. These children are known to police but parents do nothing

Resident House on Seedley Terrace was privately rented & was occupied by 3 young males who 
played music loud until early hours of the morning. They have now gone somewhere else 
thankfully



Resident Too many cars for allocated spaces. Bins not taken in, front gardens not maintained
Resident Since our neighbouring houses in a terraced row became HMOs with transient tenants, we 

have had more problems with rubbish in the alley, stolen bins, and rodent pests. There is 
frequent 'work' going on and we don't know our neighbours anymore.

Resident landlords not providing tenants with key for alleygates. Waste bins not being out on the 
correct day. Rubbish being dumped at backdoors

Resident don’t know
Resident Fly tipping, overflowing bins with wrong refuse in. No pride in housing, gardens full 

rubbish. Landlords emptying properties when residents leave in alleyways when 
renovating. Bricks dumped in wheelie bins. Parking is also a problem with HMO houses 4 
cars +

Resident late night parties going out onto the street drinking, using street as a toilet, smoking drugs 
in the street, noise, swearing. And we have 4 HMO's in Church Ave and 2 HMO's in Derby 
Ave, don’t know who is living in these homes there is so many people. 

Resident we have had 2 sets of drug addicts facing our house, strange people visiting them all hours 
and doing drugs at the end of the street. Police and ambulance there for second set of 
people on number of occasions. The door has been kicked in and shouting from family 
members. Young family in on first people, partys every week police came several times 
before all families evicted.

Resident The short term tenants have a total disregard for keeping standards of cleanliness in the 
area.

Resident rubbish - putting bins out days before collection and extra bags in HMO's overcrowding & 
subletting

Resident too many people living in the house (33 Goulden Street) This has been turned into a 4 flat 
property making almost £2000 a month. 36 Goulden Street has people smoking weed on a 
daily basis

Resident too many people in 1 house (33 Goulden Street) cannabis being smoked on a regular basis 
(36 Goulden Street)

Resident Parking problems - 4 bed house share could mean up to 4 cars taking up parking space in 
streets. Lack of community responsibility / cohesion. Refuse / bins

Resident Rubbish outside houses. Bins left out all the time. Landlords need to be more accountable 
for their tenants. Used to be a lovely area but renting has certainly brought area down

Resident fly tipping & anti social behaviour. Parking problems
Resident not reycling correctly, residents of their properties should be informed on how to recycle, 

instead of dumping it in the streets
Resident not held accountable for bad tenants
Resident rented properties should be informed where to buy alley gate keys and the cost and have 

proof they live in the property
Resident poor upkeep of properties make area undesirable for house buyers. Lots of properties 

being done up and skips everywhere but things are being dumped on pavements not in 
skips.

Resident fly tipping, no respect for area, brings in many people with no real infrastructure ie GP's or 
dentist to cope with extra people

Resident recycling, fly tipping, messy gardens
Resident Not staying long don’t care about what they leave behind don’t care what problems they 

make
Resident filthy backs with rubbish not being dealt with. No care being taken with the exterior of the 

houses. Car parking should be sorted with one space per house. House prices dropping
Resident lower value of other homes
Resident Fly tipping, parking and mainly safety issues. These houses don’t seem to have consent for 

HMO and could be a fire rsisk. Also no one consulted us they just came out of the blue
Resident when vacated rubbish including matresess are left on the street. Surely the landlord is 

responsible for this 
Resident Fly tipping, people not taking pride in their area - cluttering back entrys with rubbish
Resident fly tipping in the front gardens of Weaste Lane causing rats. Parking issues - HMO's six 

bedrooms being let out to students = 6 cars per house on an already busy road
Resident mainly Weasts Lane rubbbish all over the place 



Resident all properties should be informed where to buy alleygate keys and have proof they live in 
the property

Resident fly tipping between seedley park road and grange street major problem
Resident In the past the landlord left the property empty for a long time & caused damp in our 

house from next doors
Resident high levels of fly tipping, value of property reducing
Resident Fly tipping /dumping rubbish general repair of houses
Resident none that we can see
Resident anti social behaviour. Now residents have a stand in the area and can leave easily, leaving a 

large number of empty worthless houses
Resident Fly tipping/dumping. Dog waste on street. Soiled nappies, food waste and litter 

everywhere its terrible
Resident fewer than badly manage social housing
Resident The overall condition of rented properties are poor ie fence post need replacing, fly tipping 

is a problem in the area
Resident Noise, accumulation of rubbish, drug use, too many vehicles
Resident anti social behaviour and rubbish 
Resident see attached sheet 
Resident rubbish anti-social behaviour
Resident rubbish, parking  - see sheet 
Resident Litter and rubbish bin problems.  I think tenants should be responsible for their own 

behaviour.  Landlords cannot control everything all the time.  Tenants should be fined.
Resident Rubbish left all over all ways and side street
Resident fly tipping, overcrowding properties, parking blankets put up in front of windows instead of 

curtains bring area down
Resident eyesore to the street
Resident rubbish noise
Resident always damp
Resident People moving out and leaving furniture they don’t want dumped in entrys.  Garden made 

for people living in goulden and langton st is full of furniture people dump when moving 
out

Resident Badly kept property - dirty/scruffy - landlords don’t seem to bother as long as they are 
getting rent - huge problem. No vetting for tenants - people bringing antisocial behaviour 
problems into the area - huge problem

Resident As described in 10b walk down Greenland Street. Rubbish everywhere near local school, 
people travelling to media city pass by and must think we all live in pig stys

Resident some in desperate state of repair
Resident transient population who are not invested in the area. houses in a poor state of repair
Resident noise complaints (student parties)
Resident from my observations they don’t maitain the property outside, weeds, rubbish its all left a 

mess and contributes to the poor appearance of most of these areas. They don’t seem to 
be interested in recycling putting houshold rubbish in the recycling bins etc.

Resident the problems are the owners of properties they take the money for the rental of the homes 
but not the responsibilities for the properties especially when their tenants don’t speak 
english or understand

Resident Fly tiping, noise, more vehicles in nearby streets, the area is looking more rundown
Resident look after gardens also work that should be done like fencing etc also make sure that the 

people who live in property are the correct number for the property
Resident old tenants furniture & belongings thrown into alley ways. HMO not taking parking into 

consideration when giving permission
Resident cause anti-social behaviour. Risk of mugging goes up. Rents go up. No protection  for 

tenants
Resident house appearance ie cleanliness/window display/following rubbish disposal rulings/ 

disrespecting of local area
Resident Litter, poorly maintained properties giving the whole community a bad reputation. Tenants 

with many social problems. Health hazards. Not fit for purpose homes. Tenants poorly 
treated by landlords



Resident see attached R66 comments
Resident I lived in the homeswap area for langworthy & private rents brought the area down. I was 

home owner and lived through hell with these tenants - would be sad to see it happening 
again

Resident the daily & private lives of 4 & 5 random peoples all being lived out in small terraced 
houses, divided into small cramped rooms can and does make life unbearable for residents 
and families living adjacent, especially  older long term residents who find that 4 whole 
rooms in their properties are now unliviable due to so many households in one place

Resident rubbish is left out of bins & contributes to a health & safety hazard as well as an eye sore. It 
attracts rats!! New houses built in the area will be ahrd to sell

Resident lack of up keep on properties. Dirty areas of land waste left in yards. People too lazy to take 
bins out of entry. My husband has to do to help with the up keep where he can.

Resident unsightly invite dumping rubbish attracting vermin
Resident I don’t believe the p[roblem is within CRP, I think it’s the area around
Resident rubbish, unfriendly neighbours, crime, flytipping bad parking driving
Resident fly tipping. Rubbish in all areas. ASB acr parking & traffic
Resident Fly tipping. ASB behaviour. General run down of the area. reduction in value of property
Resident Just go down Weaste Lane & Weaste Rd & Tootal Rd near the post office & chemist and 

see the mess
Resident decline in properties appearance. Problem tenants also rubbish
Resident many - but this would not be limited to just the area. Discussed - but be a problem 

countrywide (surely!?)
Resident no issues with private rented properties
Resident removal of rubbish & putting the correct items in the right recycling bins. & bins left out on 

the pavements for weeks/months. Landlords should check tenants on a regular basis & 
they don’t as long as they have the rent on time

Resident properties are not necessarily badly managed, as they appear to generate income for a vast 
number of private landlords. The problem lies in the fact that overloaded dustbins & full 
waste sacks are a constant present. Council signs stating 'do not dump rubbish on our 
streets' are ignored and serve no purpose

Resident nobody wants 7 people living next door to them. Noise, fly-tipping, parking
Resident none
Resident Back entries are a disgrace. Fly Tipping, all kinds of rubbish being dumped. Some properties  

need attention by landlords (houses in disrepair). Anti-social behaviour, drinking and loud 
music all night until morning

Resident properties  are not generally well maintained and look scruffy
Resident you can see how the area is going down, they don’t seem to bother because its not there 

own property, the appearance and the area of some of the propertys are letting the street 
down.

Resident Parking problems, litter & Noise
Resident There is a real issue with alley keys and bins with some people not seeming to have bins 

placing rubbish in bags, fly tipping. If properties are badly managed there can be issued of 
poor repair of properties. Anti-social behaviour. Houses of multiple occupancy have 
additional cars creating parking problems. Houses of multiple occupancy reduce the 
number of family’s in the area people don’t know there neighbours people in these houses 
don’t seem to Connect  with the community.

Resident Rubbish in street, umped in gated alleys. Over grown alley /gardens. Poor monitoring of 
tenants & tenancies (&management of) too many vehicles for the amount of road space in 
the area. Please note the poor HMO's are causing this too

Resident Next to us garden not cut for 3 years, poor maintenance, rubbish in garden extra litter
Resident Household waste and fly tipping noise and asb parking problems  multiple car from HMOS
Resident anti-social behaviour, fly tipping and a disrespect for neighbourhoods

Q12 Do you feel there are any other practical and beneficial courses of action available to 
the Council that would achieve the objective of the scheme, without the need for the 
designation to be made?



Landlord In some areas this be the 3rd time SL has been done, as shown some streets should be left 
out. You could pull out certain streets to have some kind of licence ie those with students 
HMO's ASB etc

Landlord Introduce tighter regulation and increase the effort in trying to enforce this
Landlord our view is that a much better system would be to have a proper regime of inspection and 

fines for landlords who do not comply with the law instead of the sledgehammer approach 
of penalising every landlord

Landlord Nothing is achieved as we as landlords have no support and we feel we are spending too 
much time ***** council rather than **** ***** (cant read the writing)

Landlord only licence HMO's where there are some poor standards
Landlord landlord access to the mulit-agency HUB. Increased use of management orders and civil 

penalties to act as a deterrent. Membership of a recognised body such as RLA for up-too-
date education. There needs to be a proper clampdown on the rapidly increasing numbers 
of small HMO's in the area. Since Selective Licensing was introduced, many unscrupulous 
landlords have converted properties and taken this route due to it being exempt from the 
scheme, and consequently the problems have rapidly escalated. Local Authorities need to 
properly enforce the wide range of powers they already have to tackle sub-standard 
housing & criminal behaviour

Landlord encourage landlords apply the licence by discount on it IE 10% off if pay it with no 
installment

Landlord enforce existing powers. Find ways to discourage HMO's. HMO's should be the main target. 
Most properties XXXX (cant read) in Salford as HMO's of varying quality & amenities

Landlord The council should know what each house is being used as many rental properties in poor 
areas are managed by unscrupulous landlords & managing agents. Shut these down & 
improve the area

Landlord Think council owned / housing association tenants have a far greater detrimental affect 
than PR accomi. Council needs to focus on managing these tenants

Landlord Many years ago new tenants were visited in their properties to ensure they were 
complying with the terms of their tenancies and where necessary heir benefit claims

Landlord Asking landlord for their advice
Landlord All tenants should be made responsible for their care and upkeep of the property.  Larger 

deposits for those who fail to do so.
Landlord selective licensing only the bigger properties and to rougher areas
Managing 
Agent Article 4
Landlord If one of the main issues is rubbish in alleys this was made much worse when bin 

collections reduced, we lived at the property at the time and noticed other streets having 
issues although not keswick grove so better/more frequent bin collection may help

Landlord The Council already has pwer to deal with rogue landlords and should use these existing 
powers appropriately without penalising the good landlords (like myself) who look after 
their tenants properly.

Landlord Better use of schemes such as neighbourhood watch,  CCTv near the parks where some 
people congregate

Landlord Ask tenants about the standard of their individual properties and if they are in poor 
condition.  Enforce them to comply with good standards and up to date gas cert, elec cert, 
etc

Landlord Request all Landlords and Letting Agents are accredited under a scheme that Salford 
Council supports. This would put ownership and responsibility on the landlords and reduce 
paperwork, whilst creating a culture of best practice. 
Council / 3rd parties (Urban Vision) could carry out spot checks / audits at any time and 
issue penalties of the appropriate level. In comparison to a similar process, individuals take 
and pass a vehicle driving test and then are responsible for ensuring they comply with the 
rules (car tax, speeding, insurance, etc.) and are penalised only when not following 
procedure. They are not required to prove their competence any further.

Resident   Licensing is a good way to get some cash in for dealing with issues. So overall I think we’re 
clear that a licensing scheme would be beneficial to try to bring some control to the house-
grabbing that’s going on at the moment by landlords. In general there is a feeling here 
locally that landlords care little about the community or even the physical house in 



question (judging by the state of some of them) – I think that many probably view it as just 
a way of getting more money from an investment. At scale, this will simply destroy a 
community, which is probably what is starting to happen now. The resulting money from 
rent is not benefitting this community – it just goes to the pockets of the rich who can 
afford to buy second and third properties. So for me, one point of having the landlord 
licensing is that it would be a way to claw back some of this money that is being extracted – 
then that money could be ring-fenced by the Council to be spent on funding the landlord 
licensing team AND the work of the environment team within the licence area, as in to help 
pay for cleaning up the mess that comes with high levels of tenants. Someone has to pay 
for it, and with the Council being cash-strapped we have to be clever about finding sources 
of funds to help with it all. And the ones with the funds are the landlords….

Resident Enforcement. So one concern I do have though, is that even if the scheme restarts and 
there are licence conditions, how are these enforced? I think perhaps one thing to add 
could be mandatory and regular checks on all landlorded houses – so this needs to be 
financed of course, but otherwise how to check that conditions are being met apart from a 
report from someone followed by investigation followed by someone having reasonable 
doubt to force their way in… but such a long process, and in the meantime many properties 
that weren’t reported are as bad

Resident Also if landlords who register are given incentives to buy, what are the advantages to the 
home owner residents? 
The demographics have change in Weaste and seedley where nobody knows their 
neighbours and the people living in the rented houses have little or no interest in the 
street, community,or upkeep of the house they rent or share because they are not staying. 
How about ? Giving families or first time buyers help to move into the streets again and get 
some community feeling back ? Or make landlords pay more for moving into a ( what was ) 
a residential area ?Not giving them discounted incentives?
Just a few thoughts before I fill in my form , plus what about older residents who do not 
have emails and internet ? Why no addressed envelope for their form ?

Resident No. I have read the Council consultation documents and consulted Acorn and believe 
Selective Licensing to be the best option on the table at present.

Resident yes
Resident No because if they didn’t have to look after their properties whilst getting rents because 

they don’t live in the area they don’t care what people they put in or the mess that they 
make

Resident maybe give bad landlords or letting agencies that keep letting property to bad tenants fines 
or if police are called to a number of times they have to be evicted from the property

Resident turning homes into hotels does not work
Resident Put reminders of expectations on any council letters regards the standards of streets and 

front of house cleanliness. Also the use of communal spaces ie gardens and its 
maintenance 

Resident We definitely need to reinstate the landlord licences as it worked perfectly well. I would 
like to see landlords paying more for their licence.

Resident make by-laws restricting the number of HMO's. Enforce planning restrictions. Meetings 
with local residents to air grievances and suggest solutions

Resident fines for bins left out after collection. Penalty points to landlord if fines incurred. Fines for 
excessive litter within rented property front area. Penalty points landlords. 10 points & 
licence revoked

Resident bin collections should be revised, more often on black bins. Alternate weeks on blue & 
brown, fortnightly on pink bins

Resident no - this is the right course of action to control landlords and make them more responsible
Resident fines for landlords who don’t provide bins & alley gate keys where appropriate
Resident fines for non recycling, fine landlords for messy tenants
Resident just don’t allow HMO's these are good family homes and should be used for families. Its 

disgusting having to live with the mess
Resident We need the scheme with regular inspections, as of the high turnover of different people 

and how does the landlord and council know who is living there at any one time. The 
tenants could be subletting.

Resident If there is rubbish, warn people, and tell them not to tip



Resident better management of these houses to ensure they are run correctly as most are dirty and 
scruffy. Parking permits to stop landlords advertising rooms with parking when there is no 
parking

Resident tarmac Gore Crescent and do away with grass verges which are poorly maintained and very 
unsightly

Resident no
Resident maybe once a month a skip so people could get rid of rubbish
Resident be sure to respond to residence if/when they complain about a particular property would 

be for better than a blanket licence of many properties & streets
Resident collect BLACK bins at least once a week and ensure all properties have bins. Landlords to be 

held responsible
Resident acknowledge that a large proportion of issues are XXXXX by those in social housing and 

take action as such eg require those involved in fly tipping to clear up themselves
Resident Yes, fine individual houses for bad/problem behaviour.  Order evictions of troublesome 

tenants.  Some properties are managed by letting agents who don’t manage them properly
Resident no more rented properties, I did not nut my house to overrun with rented properties (Not 

happy)
Resident No
Resident cant say
Resident Rented property should be inspected regular to check how many people live in house.  

Landlords should be fined if not keeping property up to standard
Resident If the Council are not prepared to put time and commitments to come up with alternative 

solutions the only benefit I can see if the Council getting extra money out of this scheme
Resident unsure
Resident There should be a basic standard that all landlords should adhere to, this needs to be 

monitored. All tenants should be fined for fly-tipping, the landlords being responsible for 
policing this and also fined if need be.

Resident yes make the landlords pay for any disturbance and not keeping the property up to 
standard

Resident yeah I think the council should keep regular inspections with private landlords and make 
sure they apply by the rules

Resident no
Resident limit the time of action taken after complaint made
Resident quarterly
Resident No - HMO's are not suitable accommodations in small residential 'working peoples' streets, 

the nuisance and noise levels of 4 and 5 random peoples crammed into small terraced 
houses meant for small families is unworkable.

Resident no
Resident enforce penalties. Survey properties. Send out this type of questionnaire. Have strict 

appearance to regulations
Resident stricter controls , clauses in tenant agreements, more inspection of property 
Resident neighbourhood watch to patrol streets
Resident give tenants warnings about behaviours and community work if they do not comply. Such 

as litter picking / or cleaning of properties as they do not respect homes
Resident yes make the landlords pay to keep the area clean - if it hits their pockets things would 

soon improve
Resident yes - implement an "offsted" kind of checking team to visit agents and/or multiple 

landlords to ensure their papers/records/agency work is in order and deal with any 
problems directly with inadequate operators in both agency & landlord areas

Resident As stated in 11. If signs which state fines of £10,000 or £50,000, or a maximum prison 
sentence of five years are to mean anything, they need to be enforced

Resident Make sure they are educated on bins & make sure they have bins. Introduce residents 
parking and stop people entering play streets

Resident better licensing of the pubs here and police patrols to stop the kids who are local and gangs
Resident Article 4 already in place
Resident Council to be more strict and monitor situation better. More social housing and council 

housing to be made available. More affordable rent to be made available



Resident If they are licensed the appearances of the properties could look better
Resident the parking is becoming a real problem, to the extent that you have a terraced two up two 

down made into bedsits with 3 to 4 people occupying the property and each having a car. 
Binmen sometime wont come up the street because theres too many cars so bins dont get 
emptied which is another big problem. The streets not big enough for the amount of cars 
that are in it. BIG PROBLEM we could do with permits for each house

Resident NO
Resident A cap on the number of HMO's within a set distance from properties- don’t use *** me 

exists in block therefore precedence is set. Need to consider residents parking schemes. 
Free for 1st car then pay for badges. Consider road markings to make access / parking 
better

Resident If the scheme helps to keep the area clearer our house prices should benefit
Resident No it requires a scheme to manage and reduce the ongoing and increasing issues caused by 

private rented properties

Proposed Fees

Q13 Should landlords who submit their applications more than 6 
months after the start date of the scheme, still receive a reduction?

Agree Disagree

Residents & Tenants 23 91

Landlords & Managing Agents 15 12

Not stated 24

Q14 Should landlords receive a reduced licence fee when they have 
more than one property that requires a licence?

Agree Disagree

Residents & Tenants 22 94

Landlords & Managing Agents 22 5

Not stated 22

Q15 Should accredited landlords receive a reduced licence fee? Agree Disagree

Residents & Tenants 45 64

Landlords & Managing Agents 21 5

Not stated 30

Q16 What payment instalment options should be offered to landlords?

12 
months

18 
months

24 
months

none other Not stated

Residents & tenants 42 3 12 45 3 24
Landlords & Managing 
Agents

7 3 9 2 6 9

Proposed licence conditions 

Q17 Do you agree with the proposed conditions which a licence 
holder would have to comply with?

Agree Disagree



Residents & Tenants 92 11

Landlords & Managing Agents 15 9

Not stated 38

Q17a Please provide details of any conditions that you feel should be removed, amended or 
added

Landlord 3. The requirements of the licence are ridiculously stringent and sometimes beyond what 
the law of the land requires. It seems designed to put people off becoming private 
landlords. 4. The paperwork was burdensome and unnecessary and frankly laughable when 
it came to asking questions such as "How do you propose to cope with noisy neighbours? 
5. Responsible landlords were doing a good job anyway, and bad landlords would continue 
to be bad landlords.

Landlord I don’t agree to the scheme. It has no benefit to landlord. Just pay council….and no help 
provided

Landlord 19. It should be a choice not a condition to attend courses to avoid discrimination provided 
the licence holder has complied and is knowledgeable in all other aspects. 28. have no 
knowledge of this? should we not have been provided with a copy of this. 37. Do the 
council provide these packs? should we not have been provided with one

Landlord The only people who pay for the licences are the good & honest landlord. The poor quality 
& dishonest ones ignore this knowing the council will not do anything about them and their 
tenants are too scared to complain

Landlord The existing requirements are more than adequate as long as a third party eg an agent 
manager the property.  Go it alone landlords can sometimes skimp on quality and 
regulations

Landlord Not so much disagree but they seem incredibly strict when some things are in the hands of 
the tenant to report to the landlord, therefore if the landlord is required to inspect 
frequently (ie monthly or more) then tenants will be put off but how else can they be sure 
all items are continually complied with

Landlord The cost is very high.  I have 3 properties all kept to a high standard.  All landlord duties, ie 
gas etc are complete. Look at properties in poor condition and make these landlords pay.

Landlord Landlords should not require selective licenses and be vetted for all their properties if they 
have proven their competence through and accredited scheme

Resident  Linking this scheme into the wider drive of GMCA to be carbon neutral by 2038. So we 
have this monumental Mission Impossible-esque task at the moment, whereby but we as a 
city need to reduce carbon by 15% in the coming few years (including this year) if we have 
any hope to get to our carbon neutral target by 2038. I’ve given these comments as part of 
the wider consultation on GMCA’s city plan, but feel that this area here could be a good 
test case – if we were brave enough to step out in front and lead in this regard. The issue is 
that existing domestic housing stock contributes 33% of carbon emissions currently, and 
we need to massively upgrade housing stock (that is properly upgrade, not a Green Deal 
type of scenario). But this is just words on paper unless we address (a) Finance and (b) 
Builder training. For the first part I’ll expand on how I see this linking into the licensing 
scheme below. I think if it was possible, we can be cunning and use this new licensing 
scheme as a way to forge ahead and lead the way showing how we, even as a poorer 
community that has lots of issues, can still be a leader for Greater Manchester in this 
regard.

a.       Finance: retrofitting houses won't happen unless we figure out how it's going to be 
paid for. In my opinion, we need to look at how we can encourage homeowners or 
landlords to undertake retrofit using their OWN cash. There is enough money around, just 
perhaps not in government coffers. So since landlords are the ones with the money, what 
is stopping us from legislating that any new landlords have to prove that the property 
meets a rigorous energy standard if they want to let them out? This way they will be the 
ones that contribute financially to this massive task we have ahead of us to reduce carbon. 
Obstacles to this or potential issues I see would be: 



                                                               i.      That it’s too much of a change and that legislators 
and those in authority won’t have the bravery to do something like this – but we have to 
realize we’re in a climate emergency at the moment and even this action is probably too 
little too late. 
                                                             ii.      Using the current EPC system of A, B, C etc probably 
won't be good enough as it's too much a tick-box exercise that is too rough and won't 
account for whether the retrofit is done correctly or not (e.g. whether there was good 
insulation install with no gaps, proven airtightness levels, proven ventilation installed and 
commissioned correctly, correct type of insulation used for moisture risk, etc). EPCs on the 
other hand are too general at best, and appear to often be done by Domestic Energy 
Assessors who often don't even go into a property! As one DEA said to me, he estimated 
that "about half of EPCs are not worth the paper they're written on".

Resident That they are responsible for conduct of their tenants in their houses
Resident That no drugs (cannabis or otherwise) be used in their premises
Resident Standards of furniture & fittings / décor & condition of the property
Resident keep clean and remove rubbish in the correct bins
Resident property exterior to be maintained. Noisy/problem residents removed
Resident I have not seen the proposed licence conditions
Resident don’t know
Resident should be fined if tenants dump rubbish. Apply for parking permits 2 per house as families 

on this street cant park due to the amount of students parking.
Resident keep clean and remove all rubbish correctly
Resident Landlords should be made responsible for fly tipping
Resident The landlord vet new tenants. The landlord responsible for the tenants behaviour & any 

problems with them 
Resident Licensing is wrong we are all equal and everyone should be able to live where they want 

without a licensee. Licensing will push up rents in the designated areas and localise a 
certain type of tenant rather than allow/provide for full integration into the whole society 
and sociaety starts with your front door.

Resident payment of a fee should not be necessary. Instead key stipulation should be inspections
Resident Some landlords have trusted letting agents to manage their properties and could be 

unaware, or unable to control what is happening because of his other layer of 
management

Resident You cannot monitor persons living in properties , I had 9 beds took into next door living in 
properties don’t know how many people were living there

Resident don’t no the proposed conditions
Resident Make sure landlords visit their properties on a regular basis and make sure their tenants 

are getting rid of their rubbish in the correct manner
Resident they should be liable for any mess their tenants make any disturbance
Resident yeah I think it should be made clear to private landlords what the proposed conditions are 

and tenants that go in a private property should be assessed very carefully and fit into area 
because sometimes some of the tenants are not ideal.

Resident that all rubbish from previous tenants is taken to a tip
Resident landlords should maintain their properties & be subject to regular 6 monthly inspections by 

the council or else the licence should be revoked
Resident windows should have curtains up t them not rags nor clothing hung outside & inside 

windows
Resident If going to do major repairs people on each side should be notified. When work was 

happening next door to me I did not know, hammering etc 6 days a week for 2 1/2 months
Resident there shouldn’t be a fee with renting our house to tenants
Resident There should be a cap on bonds and how much they should  ask for upfront as its far too 

much for working class or unemployed
Resident should be fined for non recycling would keep more rubbish off the streets
Resident where streets have alleygates, they should be responsible for provision of keys
Resident In fact most of what you  propose is already covered by law in place or delat with by 

reputable agents. So all you appear to be achieving is double charge for servcies already 
being handled by agents



Resident private rented properties are 'private' - I see no benefit in the council getting involved. I see 
it only as another method of the council trying to increase revenue

Resident I am not a landlord with commercial interests. I feel it would be inappropriate for me to 
add my comments

Resident bins & parking
Resident The licence scheme is not going to solve broader issues in society
Resident Landlords to be made more accountable
Resident Landlords should prove their tenants have alley keys bins and should check this regular. I 

think there should be a limit on the number of houses they make into houses of multiple 
occupancy. An area should have a limit on the number of houses that are houses of 
multiple occupancy as these types of house do not support community cohesion. 

Resident I feel if a landlord has one property being investigated / monitored for breaches there 
should be a 12 month satisfaction gap before another of their direct family member can 
apply for a HMO (know a situation where wife/ oldest son & father each are named 
landlord for a problem landlord)

Resident all

The proposal

Q18 Do you agree with the proposal to introduce Selective Licensing 
in the proposed area?

Agree Disagree

Residents & Tenants 91 24

Landlords & Managing Agents 7 20

Not stated 23

Q18a If you have any comments regarding any aspect of the licensing proposal, please 
provide them
Landlord has failed over the last 10 years. If it was successful there would be no need for it a 3rd 

time
Landlord I cannot understand the need for selective licensing in these areas other than creating 

extra revenue for council's and thus consider them unfair and appose.

Please consider my view within consultation.
Landlord If you were to go ahead, please ensure the high fees we have to pay for little or no service 

from you
Landlord 1. In the first instance, the fee was far too high and disproportionate to benefits. 2. It is 

grossly unfair that landlords have to pay the same fee whether they join the scheme 1 
month or 4 years before the licence ends. 6. We have seen no evaluation of the 
effectiveness of the previous scheme, in particular its cost effectiveness. 7. It is unfair that 
certain parts of Salford are licensed and other parts are not. 9. To conclude, we are totally 
opposed to any form of landlord licencing scheme.

Landlord It doesn’t make any sense…..what is the purpose…. What is the benefit to landlords paying 
council

Landlord already been licensed & wouldn’t have made any difference had it not been
Landlord Lot of text please see full comments – in landlord letters
Landlord I have no intrinsic objection to the scheme; my main concern is the relativity high fee which 

is a burden to responsible landlords at a time when there are other financial pressures 
(originating mainly from government policy) upon us. I feel the Council must transparently 
ensure that any fees cover the cost of administering the scheme.                                                                                                                            
Comments to Q13 - Landlords who purchase a property after the start date of a scheme, 
but submit and application within 6 months of that purchase, should still receive a 
discount, in my opinion. they should only have to pay a fee in proportion to the time 
remaining under that particular selective licensing scheme (for example, if a landlord 
purchases a property at the end of the fourth year of the scheme, they should have to pay 



one fifth of the fee, as there is only one year of the scheme remaining.                                                                                                                   
The other main problem that I have with SL is that, for a responsible landlord wishing to 
purchase a property within the scheme area, it is virtually impossible to obtain a mortgage. 
I know of only one bank (Handelsbanken) that will grant a mortgage for a property in a SL 
area, and even then only in certain limited circumstances. In some cases, this may lead to 
greater housing dereliction and/or vacant properties in an area.

Landlord As a landlord I see this scheme both here and in other areas here I own properties as 
purely a means to generate extra revenue for the council. I never see any of the money fed 
back into the areas.

Landlord didn’t notice much difference when it was implemented previously. Think regeneration / 
development makes a bigger impact to feel of the area & attracting new residents

Landlord No need for the selective license in this area
Landlord I request you to drop the entire selective licensing. Thanks
Landlord having held a licence for a number of years I can only say that it has been positive and has 

given my tenants confidence
Landlord No problem in the street in which I have houses.  Seems like a sledgehammer to crack a nut 

( I have to be a licensing landlord for another property in M6)
Landlord It will drive landlord away and deprive the area 
Landlord Yes and No.  Useful to have the guidance as we were new landlords during the last 

selective licensing period.  But a big cost when only one property.  The documents tend to 
show issues with HMOs not general private rentals with agents (who have their own 
guidance too) the consultation docs are useful and if the licensing makes the area better 
and tenants happier and safer it makes sense to do it 

Landlord As a good landlord with a good letting agent I do not need to be licensed.  I was previously 
licensed from 2010 to 2012 and again from 2013 to 2018 but nothing changed for my 
tenants as I always keep up to date and abide by all he laws surrounding prs.  My tenants 
have not had an increase in rent for 8 years but I will be be passing on the costs of this 
licence that you effective

Landlord We are opposed to this scheme for our rental property in Salford.
We bought the property for our Son to live in whilst at university on the understanding that 
the Council wanted to improve the area by mixing private and social housing together.
Our Son has since graduated and moved out of the area and we now rent the house out to 
ex-colleagues of his at very much lower than ‘market rates’ and feel we unfairly have been 
caught up in your campaign against rogue landlords.
While we support any reasonable efforts to crack down on unfair/unsafe practices we 
don’t believe our situation should require us to apply for a licence.  We look after our 
tenants and property.  We maintain it to a high standard and ensure it is safe and supplied 
with the necessary electrical and gas safety certificates.
We do not live locally to Salford and would have to rely on our tenants to be available for 
the myriad inspections and other testing required in your proposals.  We make very little 
profit out of our arrangement with our tenants but, equally, don’t believe we should 
operate our house at a loss.
We also disagree with your assertion that private rental is leading to the untidiness and 
other anti-social activities to which you refer.  Indeed, our experience is that private 
owners and landlords in the area maintain a much better state of affairs than so-called 
“Social Housing” tenants.
We were encouraged by the Pendleton Project to buy our house in order, in their words, to 
keep a healthy balance between private and social housing and now feel that we are being 
penalised for so doing.
We would hope that you can consider our concerns and not opt for an ill-considered, one-
size-fits-all solution to what we’re not convinced is a genuine problem in the area of Salford 
in which our house is located.

Landlord I think new builds should be exempt and my son and his friends should be able to have 
people stay over in the lounger for occasional sleep overs.

Landlord Highfield Road should be taken off
Landlord The proposal adds additional costs to professional and law abiding landlords. Where 

implemented elsewhere in the city it has not resolved the issues that were present. The 
funds are perceived to support processing paperwork and duplication of efforts for law 



abiding landlords more than they go to resolving the underlying issues. As suggested above 
(Q12) there are more effective options which should be investigated.

Resident Yes and No. The proposed cost is too high for landlords considering the current economy 
climate - considering the goal
is to prevent criminal landlords from operating. The proposed cost sounds more like a tool 
to repel potential investors.
I think you should start off with a lower cost first, and increase according to effectiveness 
of this proposal
in bringing down crime rates etc and boosting housing demand / property growth in the 
area.
- Can you provide an outline of how the revenue generated from this proposal will 
contribute to the aforementioned
benefits this proposal will bring about (eg, how will it directly reduce crime rates?)

Resident thank you for taking action
Resident Does landlord licensing mean our area will be flooded with houses of possibly short let’s ? 

ie : people not staying for any length of time , or longer lets where maybe they will stay 
awhile and become part of the community? 
What protection or input is there from the community ,for the long term residents ? 

Resident Overall I think it’s a great idea. Since I moved into Amersham Park road I have seen a 
general decline in the appearance of the road, mainly from the rented properties that 
change tenants frequently. Bins are left out most of the week, front gardens are not 
maintained and are full of kids bikes and litter. There are also some properties that seem to 
be MO that although only have one allocated space seem to have about four cars which is 
not ideal and leads to issues with access.

Resident Please find attached my response to the consultation on the proposed Selective Licensing 
Scheme for Langworthy, Weaste and Seedley. I could not be more supportive. It is a 
proactive system which should improve the safety and standards of tenants in the area.
In one Manchester scheme, my colleague tells me that 1/3 of Gas Safety Certificates were 
dated in the week before the License Application. This tells me that many landlords do not 
currently view compliance with the housing legislation as a priority. Raising money from 
fees for landlords to fund schemes like this and improve the area are to be applauded.
I would be happy for the scheme to be expanded to include as many streets as possible 
before you run into trouble with the Department for Communities and Local Government.

Resident I do not want a landlord licensing scheme in my area. And wish market forces to determine 
rents and prices and not government. Because with the licensing scheme my area will 
depreciate even further

Resident all landlords should need a licence to stop the area continuing to go into a slum area
Resident Good idea, we have so many people living in these HMO's we don’t know how many live in 

them. Some of them have give other neighbours lots of trouble
Resident something needs to be done about landlords or agencies renting out properties to anyone. 

It seems some landlords only interested in filling the property and not the local impact 
these people have on a street.

Resident It is a good idea. It will help to get a bigger picture of the area. Also many landlords don’t 
live in the local area, so don’t understand the frustrations when they have bad tenants.

Resident I would like an inclusion in the licence forms for landlords that drugs (cannabis or 
otherwise) will not be allowed in their premises

Resident No drugs to be used in any property. No more HMO's in our area making landlords lots of 
money & so local not able to afford to buy a house

Resident A person should check on properties to make sure they are kept in good condition. A lot of 
money was spent on regeneration lets keep up the standards. The landlords are just out to 
make a quick buck out of vulnerable people.

Resident HMO's should be banned completely 
Resident I think some amendments should be made to those that let to student properties whilst 

protecting the students at the same time
Resident I feel there are too many private landlords on this street every house is a HMO bringing the 

area down especially house prices who wants to live in the middle of a student village!
Resident Landlords should be responsible for the upkeep and cleanliness of properties
Resident someone should check on all properties every six week or so to make sure there keeping 



up with them. Its all about the money with the landlords
Resident A stamp addressed reply envelope would have been a good idea
Resident NO licensing : simply crack down hard & firm on dodgy landlords and delinquent tenants: it 

will be a lot cheaper than this whole licensing programme. We are not communists!
Resident does the scheme have the power of the law behind it & can they act against landlords who 

do not follow the rules
Resident licensing properties is the right way to control this problem. At times, it is like living in a 

SLUM
Resident rather than introducing the scheme to generate revenue, real action should be taken 

against those responsible for negative behaviours. This proposal absolves them of 
responsibility

Resident In general the area looks very run down and dirty. Landlords should ensure that properties 
are kept in good condition, including gardens kept tidy, not unkept and unsightly. We have 
seen an increase in anti-social behaviour and car congestion. I house (rented) on our 
avenue has 4 cars alone. There is not enough bins and the area is overflowing with bin bags 
& rubbish. I dont know when we last had a road sweeper. The whole proposed area needs 
a good tidy, paint in certain parts and then maintained by landlords, owners & council.

Resident I think the residents are worried mostly about HMO, I think HMOs should be monitored 
more closely

Resident Don’t want any rented properties HMO, I would move if I could afford it 
Resident tenants need to be more carefully vetted a considerable proportion bring anti social 

behaviour problems with them, leading to problems for decent citizens.  Properties are 
very unkempt /scruffy bad for area.  Landlords only interested in the monetary aspect 
rather than investing in teh area,  They allow tenants to live in an unkempt fashion.

Resident is this just another money spinner for the Council or are they concerned about the state of 
the area

Resident this licence would cause more increase in rent
Resident should be more selective eg no more than 10% of properties granted licence on each st
Resident Do it soon!
Resident complete licensing not selective
Resident if this goes through, you should make sure that better standards are kept in this area of 

Seedley at the present time most of it is a disgrace. PS if you want feedback you should 
have the curtesy to send a SAE I am a pensioner

Resident I strongly feel this should not go ahead
Resident I don’t understand most of these questions and this is hard for people to have a say
Resident all landlords should be licensed
Resident this is undoubtedly going to cause charges and subsequently an increase in rent to all 

tenants affected by these proposals - is this what you really want to happen??? The 
tenants will ultimately bear the brunt of this and of course and council rent assistance will 
be increased to cover this and as such will end up costing the council money!!!

Resident Council tax is constantly rising with no evidence of an improvement in the local area. Bins 
overflowing in the park, lack of bins in general. No effort to collect rubbish of encourage 
community members to clean out areas or lanes behind terraces. Help the community 
have pride in the area, dont tax the private landlords, its not their tenants lowering the 
value / character of the area 

Resident I do not own a set of properties as a commercial enterprise, nor have any knowledge or 
experience of this. This is why I have left sections of the above form blank. I do not know 
the value of Station Road properties.

Resident unnecessary just to keep the council busy it will increase rents for us shared working 
tenants

Resident I feel all landlords should have to apply otherwise they mess about with building specs etc 
whilst doing work so they remain below the threshold for HMO standard then they arent 
monitored  & property isnt equipped putting adjacent property at risk

Resident it is not need,  A FREE MARKET IS BETTER 



Letters from Landlords and or Managing Agents





 





































Letters from Residents



















Results of the drop in event

A drop in session was held on the 1st May 2019, where there was 5 people in attendance. 
1 couple were landlords asking questions about licensing and 3 residents who were confirming their 
support of introducing selective licensing.

Response from Citizens Advice







Response from Residential Landlords Association
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